
Sunday morning saw the the first racing of the Bourne Plaice Winter Series for 2017, the 
previous week being cancelled due to  a complete lack of wind.  The Island forecast was 
for quite a strong westerly winds but within the Baldwin Valley, which runs North/South, 
it was at best moderate.  At the north end of the lake it was northish, in the south, 
southerly-ish and a bit inbetween in the bit inbetween! 
 
In Race one over a course that went up the lake, across the dam wall and back down a 
group of three Lasers and and Aero 7 pulled far enough ahead of the fleet to do an extra 
lap.  Even in the flukey conditions, which can favour the higher handicaps, they filled the 
first four places.  First, Simon Presley (Laser), second Mike Pridham (Radial), third 
Donald Edwards (Laser) and fourth Dave Batchelor (Aero 7). 
 
Race two over a similar course, but missing out the ‘across dam wall’ and yet again it 
was a group of Lasers and the Aero 7 that made the running, this time though it was 
Ralph Kee, James Arnold and Pridham (Lasers) and Batchelor (Aero 7).  All was about 
to change when a sudden strong gust hit the group rounding the last mark, sailing round 
the carnage Kee went on to chase Edwards who had sailed down the ‘wrong’ side of the 
lake.  He sailed past the leading pack and into the lead which he just held onto up to the 
line. 
 
However, it is always a good idea to check on the slower boats, especially if you can see 
them!  Junior, Peter Cope sailed brilliantly to finish, on handicap, two minutes ahead of 
Pridham in second and Jim Whitelegg (Gull) a further twenty seconds down in third. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank our sponsor Rob Cowell of Bourne 
Plaice, Keith Poole for Officer of the Day assisted by Neil Rawlinson and safety boat 
crew Graham Wilson and Helen Kee.  Visit the MS&CC Facebook for lots of great 
photos!  


